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The power of a personal object
What can we learn from each other?

Breakout Rooms

‣ Introduce yourself to your group, and then share:
Why did you connect to this object?
Group members: What do you wonder about this object or your group
member’s connection to it?
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Today we are exploring…
‣how the Early Learning Framework can be used to revitalize considerations
about literacy learning

‣how play experiences may be used to guide and shape children’s literacy
learning

Through…

a bit of theory - the WHY
time for practice: modelling & demonstrations - the HOW
opportunities to engage, reflect, chat & share - the YOU
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Read Maurtusewicz’s description of the wonder and
curious nature apparent in a young child…
“Why do I see green? Does my mother see the same
green, or is her green blue, like my sky? Does this sky
touch me?” …
She runs into the kitchen. She runs in there with her
questions. “Mom! Could your green be my blue? What is
the sky?” She gives them to her. She wants her to love
them, too, to love the questions. At four she knows that
love is in those questions, a particular kind of love. It’s
impossible that her mother should not know this, too. But
the woman does not turn; she remains at the sink. (p. 97)

⭐ Write your reaction in the chat box

Maurtusewicz, R. (1997). Say Me to Me: Desire and Educa=on. In S. Todd (ed., pp. 97-113).
Learning Desire: Perspec/ves on Pedagogy, Culture and the Unsaid. New York: Routledge.

Engaging with the Early
Learning Framework

Kira Reynolds, Ministry of Education

New B.C. Early Learning Framework (2019)

• Expands the focus to children
from infancy to eight years of age
• Increases focus on reconciliation
with Indigenous peoples
• Increases focus on inclusion for
children with diverse abilities

Kira Reynolds, Ministry of Education
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Pedagogical Narration
“The intention is not to provide answers or a predictable goal for
children’s learning but to connect with the living inquiries and keep
the learning process ‘alive.’”
Simply put:
Listen deeply
Be curious
Embrace wonder
Share the story

⭐ Noticing and collecting moments from daily practice
Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

What do you see? What do you notice?
What do you wonder?
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Traces of practice in pedagogical narrations of…
✓ Materials created by the children
‣

such as drawings, paintings, or constructions

✓ Written notes
✓ Digital audio recordings
✓ Photos
✓ Video clips

Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

Breakout Rooms

‣ Choose a photo, and then share with your group:
What do you see?
What do you notice?
What do you wonder?
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The Early Learning
Framework is…
An invitation to re-envision
early years spaces,
education systems and
society.

Kira Reynolds, Ministry of Education

Refer to
your
Resource

First Peoples Principles of Learning

Package

Notice the alignment between the…

Early Learning
Framework
Principles

Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

AND

First Peoples
Principles of
Learning
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Early Learning Framework Principles
Children are strong, capable in their uniqueness, and full of
potential.
Families have the most important role in contributing to children’s
well-being and learning.
Educators are researchers and collaborators.
Early years spaces are inclusive.
People build connection and reconnection to land, culture,
community, and place.
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Environments are integral to well-being and learning.
Play is integral to well-being and learning.
Relationships are the context for well-being and learning.
Learning is holistic

Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework
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First Peoples Principles of Learning
Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family,
the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors.

Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational
(focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense
of place).
Learning involves recognizing the consequences of one’s actions.
Learning involves generational roles and responsibilities.
Learning recognizes the role of Indigenous knowledge.
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Learning is embedded in memory, history, and story.
Learning involves patience and time.
Learning requires exploration of one’s identity.
Learning involves recognizing that some knowledge is sacred and
only shared with permission and/or in certain situations.
Adapted from -First Nations Education Steering Committee, 2012
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Breakout Rooms

‣ Look at the photos in your Resource Package:
What principles of the Early Learning Framework do you notice?
What First Peoples principles do you notice?
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Living Inquiries

“inquiries”

“living”
suggests that these

means to pay

processes are

attention in multiple

ongoing and always

ways: to study,

evolving

explore, and ask
questions

A sense of movement
Adapted from -British Columbia Early Learning Framework

Inquiry Image
One

✓ Study
✓ Explore
✓ Ask questions
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Inquiry Image
Two

✓ Study
✓ Explore
✓ Ask questions
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Inquiry Image
Three

✓ Study
✓ Explore
✓ Ask questions
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Breakout Rooms
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‣ Look at the photos in your Resource Package and choose one for reflection:
Reflect on this moment: What details catch your attention?
Reflect on other perspectives: What can you learn from other points of view?
Reflect on next steps: What questions or ideas would you like to further
explore?

*5 minutes

⭐Choose one person in your group to write down one
question or idea you would like to further explore in the
chat box.

Play for Learning & Well- Being

Play is vital to children’s learning,
growing, & making meaning.

Play can be:

• individual, collective, spontaneous, planned, experimental, purposeful, unpredictable,
dynamic…
• helps kids experience the world through seeing, feeling, touching, & listening
• helps kids engage with people, materials, places, flora & fauna, & ideas

Play is:

• how the kids research the world - an approach to inquiry

• diverse materials & experiences from educators - allows for experimentation & transformation

image from & text adapted from - BC Early Learning Framework = pg. 24

Three Indicators of Playful Learning
Choice
looks like kids setting goals,
developing and sharing ideas, making
rules, negotiating challenges, and
choosing how long to play

Wonder
looks like kids exploring, creating,
pretending, imagining, and learning
from trial and error

Delight
looks like happiness: kids smiling,
laughing, being silly, or generally
feeling cozy and at ease

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime

POPEY

www.popey.ca

5 Approaches to Play-Based Learning
Free Play
is initiated and directed by children; they make decisions about
what happens next and who does what.
nurtures co-operation, self-confidence & independence

Inquiry Play
starts with children’s explorations of things that interest & puzzle them;
children see connections between objects, ideas, meanings & imaginings.
nurtures scientific thinking, problem solving & planning

Collaborative Play
happens when children are directing their own play and adults see an
opportunity to enter and extend a learning opportunity with instructions,
information, or resources.
supports children’s understanding of themselves as learners and problem solvers
BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

continued…

POPEY
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5 Approaches to Play-Based Learning
…continued

Playful Learning
includes play experiences that are planned by adults with specific
learning experiences in mind, like baking together.
invites discovery, conversation & new vocabulary

Learning Games
are adult-directed types of play that include instructions or rules
that guide how a game is played. Examples are doing a puzzle
together or some yoga poses.
encourage children’s attention and focus on challenging things,
while practicing social and physical skills

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

POPEY
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A Continuum of Play for Educators

BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families

POPEY

www.popey.ca

Breakout Rooms
Think about your ‘living inquiry’ space and place…
What is your story?
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Can your inquiry space inspire a story?
Can the book, Treasure Hunt, inspire a story?
Can your ‘wonderings’ inspire a story?
Share your thoughts with your group.

⭐ You may want to draw or write down your story to share with others
BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families
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Let’s
have
some
FUN!

We are going to Play Kahoot!

⭐Grab a phone, tablet, or computer to play this game!

Let’s
have
some
FUN!

We are going to Play Kahoot!

Go to kahoot.it on your device
Type in the Game PIN
Type any name you would like to use
Get ready to have some fun and learn about
the Early Learning Framework and Play Today!

Today we looked at…

‣how the Early Learning Framework can be used to
revitalize considerations about literacy learning
‣how play experiences may be used to guide and shape
children’s literacy learning

Breakout Rooms

‣ Reflect with your group on what we’ve just explored together:
what is one take-away from this session?
what is an activity you can try with your students?
what can you do to take care of yourself during this time?
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charts & printables to support students’ literacy learning
including:
Alphabet Chart (clip art images)

Alphabet Chart (photos)

Short Vowels Chart

Short & Long Vowels Chart

Beginning Blends & Digraphs Chart

Ending Blends & Digraphs Chart

Word Families Chart

Vowel Teams Chart

R-Controlled Vowels Chart
Word Work Games

Feelings Chart
Mood Metre

Demonstration Videos on POPEY’s YouTube Channel

to support various elements of literacy development
including:
Word Ladders
Guess the Covered Word — for Developing Readers
Guess the Covered Word — for Beginning Readers
All About Word Families
If You Know…It Helps You Know…
Making Words - for Beginning Readers
Making Words - for Developing Readers

unless otherwise noted, images from:

Sources
Info Links
more info links are available on our website

Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

Videos
more videos are available on POPEY’s YouTube channel

BC Ministry of Education - ELA Curriculum

Joy and Heron

BC Early Learning Framework

The Young People’s Chorus of New York: YouTube

Harvard Graduate School of Education article: Summertime, Playtime
BC Ministry of Education’s Play Today: A Guide for Families
Kahoot

Books
Say Me to Me: Desire and Education - Maurtusewicz
British Columbia Early Learning Framework
Foxy and his friends go on a Treasure Hunt - Henney
First Nations Education Steering Committee, 2012

